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1 Introduction
As a native speaker of English who has been living and working in France for the last 40 years,
I often wonder what I could answer, if asked to summarise what I actually know today about
the prosodic differences between the French and English languages, two languages with which I
obviously know rather well. I could certainly give a talk or write an essay on the subject, but how
many of the differences which I might describe could be called established facts?

And of course if the question asked concerned two languages with which I am much less fa-
miliar, like Korean and Finnish, for example, my answer would be even more reserved, since these
are two languages which I do not speak or understand although they are, as it happens, languages
in which I have been interested for several years and which I have often heard spoken.

So what, then, could I possibly hope to say about the prosody of the other 6000 odd languages
that are said to exist in the world, the vast majority of which I have never even once heard spoken?

This seemingly impossible task is precisely what faces us when we try to answer questions
like: What is intonation? What is rhythm? particularly so if the question is not what can we say
about these topics, but what do we really know?

Having worked in the field of speech prosody for nearly as long as I have lived in France, I
find it a sobering thought that our actual objective knowledge of the subject is still rather limited.
We probably know quite a lot about segmental phonology today, but despite abundant publications
and numerous theories, it seems that we still know rather little about speech prosody.

1.1 Linguists as human scientists...
Knowledge is the concern of Science, as the Latin for knowledge (scientia) suggests. Knowledge
about language is the concern of linguistics, which often described as one of the human sciences.

There are many definitions of Science. One of the most attractive ones I know was given by the
French physicist and Nobel laureate Jean-Baptiste Perrin (1870-1942) (Figure 1(a)), who defined
the scientific method as:

explaining visible complexity by invisible simplicity.
(expliquer le visible compliqué par l'invisible simple.)

Scientists are confronted with the task of describing huge quantities of observable data. If
they can reduce the complexity of the description by showing that the observable complexity is
determined by some simpler, more abstract principle, then they have added to our knowledge of
the data. Perrin's definition is in fact similar in spirit to the famous:

Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem.
(entities not are to-be-multiplied beyond necessity)

known as Occam's Razor and attributed to William of Ockham (1285-1349) (Figure 1(b)) and
which we could rather freely paraphrase as:

Don't use unnecessary variables in your description
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More recently, the same fundamental idea has been given a formal basis under the name Min-
imum Description Length by the Finnish scientist Jorma Rissanen (Figure 1(c)), whose basic prin-
ciple is that the best hypothesis for a given set of data is the one that leads to the best compression
of the data (Rissanen, 1978).

(a) Jean-Baptiste Perrin (b) William of Ockham (c) Jorma Rissanen

Figure 1: Authors of three related definitions of science.

A good example of such a scientific method is given by the Russian chemist Dmitri Mendeleev
(1834-1907), who, in 1869 developed a version of the tabular presentation of the Periodic Table of
the Elements, to illustrate recurring (periodic) trends in the properties of the then-known elements.
Mendeleev showed that what might, at the time, have appeared to be an arbitrary list of elements
was in fact characterised by an underlying (invisible) structure, and that this structure accounted
for many of the properties of the known elements in a systematic way. This paved the way to a
better understanding of the atomic structure of the elements and not only predicted how many more
elements were yet be discovered but also predicted what the properties of these elements would
be.

Mendeleev's discovery illustrates nicely the properties of science, which is supposed to be
cumulative, explicit, predictive, and empirically testable.

These are precisely the criteria which I believe we need to apply to linguistic knowledge.
One of the biggest criticisms which is often made of linguistic research is the fact that linguistic

knowledge very often tends not be cumulative - each new theoretical framework, instead of building
on previously established facts, defines a new set of criteria for what is a relevant theory.

One of the reasons for this is that, all too often, theories are not entirely explicit. Thus, most
theories and descriptions of prosodic phonology, for example, are not developped to the point
where they actually characterise measurable physical properties of speech acts.

A model which does characterise such properties will be predictive, since it will be possible to
generalise from the observed data and make predictions about data which has not yet been analysed.

An explicit predictive model, then, will also be empirically testable since it will be possible to
measure in some way the distance between the observed data and that predicted by the model.

The development and testing of explicit models of this type is the only way in which linguis-
tics can hope to begin to accumulate knowledge rather than to speculate on the nature and relative
elegance of abstract models. See also Xu (2011, this volume) for a detailed argument on the ne-
cessity for predictive models in the area of speech prosody. I argue that the best way to create an
empirically testable model of speech prosody is through a process of analysis by synthesis.
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The analysis by synthesis paradigm is potentially an attractive one for linguists, since it pro-
vides an empirical solution to the problem of validating an abstract model. The interaction between
linguists and engineers has always been a productive area of exchange. This is particularly evident
in the area of speech prosody. If the representation derived from a model can be used as input to a
speech synthesis system, and if the contrasts represented in the model are correctly rendered in the
synthetic speech, then the representation can be assumed to contain all the information necessary
to express that contrast.

In a previous paper (Hirst et al., 2009), I described the application of this type of approach to
the study of speech rhythm. In this paper, I describe the application of the approach to another
important aspect of speech prosody: speech melody. The term melody is used here rather than the
term intonation which is often used as a synonym for melody. As I have discussed in other publi-
cations, however (in particular cf. Hirst and Di Cristo, 1998b), I prefer to use the term intonation to
refer to a more abstract system englobing both accentuation and rhythm as well as melody, while
the term melody itself unambiguously refers to the modifications of pitch of an utterance over time.
Much of what I have to say in this overview has already been published in various places but I try
to give here an overall picture of the application of this approach and to provide answers to some of
the questions which I have often been asked when I have given oral presentations of this material.

1.2 The analysis by synthesis paradigm
Analysis by synthesis involves trying to set up an explicit predictive model to account for the data
which we wish to describe. A model, in this sense, is a system which can be used for analysis - that
is deriving a (simple) abstract underlying representation from the (complicated) raw acoustic data.
A model which can do this is explicit but it is not necessarily predictive and empirically testable.
To meet these additional criteria, the model must also be reversible, that is it must be possible to
use the model to synthesise acoustic data from the underlying representation. If we can do both
these, as in Figure (2), then we can compare the output of the model to the original data and use
this comparison to evaluate the model.

..complicated data

.simple model

.predicted data

.analysis .synthesis

.compare

Figure 2: The Analysis by Synthesis paradigm

2 Modelling speech melody
Speech melody is essentially determined by the fundamental frequency (f0) of the voiced parts of
speech. Before we try to model this melody, we must ensure that the fundamental frequency which
we are analysing is correctly detected.
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2.1 Detecting f0

Most speech analysis software, such as Praat, uses some default parameters defining the mini-
mum and maximum values which are allowed for the f0. In Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2011),
for example, these values, referred to as Pitch Floor and Pitch Ceiling, are set by default to 75
and 600 Hz respectively. Unfortunately these default parameters are rarely satisfactory. Figure 3
shows the first two sentences of recording A01 of the Aix-Marsec corpus (Auran et al., 2004) with
fundamental frequency detected using the default parameters.

Figure 3: The first two sentences of recording A01 from the Aix-Marsec corpus. "Good morn-
ing. More news about the reverend Sun Myung Moon, founder of the Unification church, who's
currently in jail for tax evasion." f0 is detected using Praat's default parameters for F0. Range =
[75:600 Hz]

The fundamental frequency of this extract contains some errors which are more apparent if we
zoom in as in Figure 4 showing the end of the word 'morning'.

Figure 4: Detail of f0 for the end of the word "morning."

The solution my students and I have adopted, and which is implemented in the Momel-Intsint
plugin which I describe in more detail below, is a two-pass method. In the first pass, we use default
parameters. The Pitch Floor is set at 50 Hz instead of Praat's default 75, since some male speakers
go as low as 60 Hz but rarely much lower than that. The Pitch Ceiling is set at 700 Hz (instead of
600) which is generally high enough to include even very expressive female voices. Once we have
calculated the fundamental frequency using these two parameters, we take the values of q1 and q3,
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the first and third quartiles of the f0 distribution. It is well known that errors are likely to occur
at the extreme values of a distribution but that the first and third quartiles of the distribution are
much more robust estimates of the dispersion. Following empirical results established by De Looze
(2010), we estimate new values for the Pitch Floor and Pitch Ceiling where the Pitch Floor is given
by the formula 0.75 ∗ q1 and the Pitch Ceiling is given by the formula 1.5 ∗ q3.

Applied to the recording shown in Figure 3 this gives the values (rounded to the nearest 10 Hz)
of 120 Hz and 300 Hz for the Pitch Floor and Pitch Ceiling respectively.

Unfortunately, as we can see from this example (Figure 5), this is not always sufficient to detect
the f0 correctly.

Figure 5: The same extract as in Figure 3. Parameters from the first implementation of the two-pass
method. Range = [120-300]

The rise in pitch on the word "More" is so high in this fairly expressive speech style that it
goes above the Pitch Ceiling we used, as can see even better if we zoom on the word "More" as in
Figure 6.

Figure 6: f0 on the word "More". Example of octave error: pitch halving

In fact, there is a fundamental difference in the importance of the Pitch Floor and the Pitch
Ceiling. Basically, we can say that if the Pitch Floor is too low then we are likely to get octave
errors like that shown in Figure 4. Of course if the Pitch Floor is too high then we will get the
opposite type of octave error, namely a doubling of the value of the measured f0. For the Pitch
Ceiling, if the value is too low, we will get errors like that in Figure 6. Setting the Pitch Ceiling
too high does not, however, seem to lead to any systematic errors.
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In the most recent implementation of the automatic pitch detection algorithm, then, the value
of the Pitch Ceiling is set to a much higher value with the formula 2.5 ∗ q3. This generally gives
a good estimate of the f0 of utterances, without the need for manual estimation of the floor and
ceiling for the analysis, as can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The same extract as in Figure 3. Parameters from the current implementation of the
two-pass method. Range = [120-450]

2.2 Models of fundamental frequency
The search for an appropriate scale for measuring fundamental frequency has been one part of a
systematic attempt, in particular by researchers from Holland (Hart , 't ), to develop a model of the
way in which pitch is perceived. This was done by stylising raw fundamental frequency patterns
as a sequence of straight lines, such that when the stylised frequency is used to resynthesise the
utterance, the result is judged to be perceptually equivalent to the original intonation pattern.

Another approach to modelling pitch has been to attempt to model the way in which pitch is
produced by speakers. In particular, work by Fujisaki and his colleagues has applied a model of
pitch production (Fujisaki, 1991) to a large number of languages, including several tone-languages,
analysing an intonation pattern as the superposition of three underlying components: a global base-
line component, a sequence of phrasal components and a sequence of shorter accent components.
These three components are added in the logarithmic domain to produce a raw fundamental fre-
quency curve.

A third approach has been to develop acoustic models which are neither directly models of
speech perception nor of speech production but which are compatible with both. This is the ap-
proach which I follow in this presentation.

2.3 Micro-melodic effects
Fitting a raw f0 curve with a mathematical model is not a simple straightforward problem due to
the fact that fundamental frequency curves, as in the example we have just seen, are not always
continuous: unvoiced portions of the utterance have no associated f0. Even when the curve is
continuous it is often not smooth and this type of irregularity is often hard to model simply.
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If we look at a two second extract of the utterance which we have just seen, corresponding
to the words "More news about the Reverend Sun Myung Moon" we notice (Figure 8(a)) that the
beginning and end of the f0 curve is in fact fairly continuous and smooth. The reason for this
becomes obvious when we look at the phonemes associated with the curve as in Figure 8(b).
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(b) f0 and phonemes

Figure 8: Two second extract of the f0 curve corresponding to "More news about the reverend Sun
Myung M(oon)".

The smooth portion at the beginning of the extract corresponds to the phonemes /mɔːnjuː/
whereas that at the end of the extract corresponds to /ʌnmjʌŋm/. All of these phonemes
are fully sonorant, either vowels, semi-vowels or nasals. The discontinuity and irregu-
larity of the f0 curve is due to the presence of obstruents in the utterance: stops and
constrictives, which either interrupt the curve (for voiceless obstruents) or make it irreg-
ular (for voiced obstruents). The effect of these consonants has been called micromelodic
as distinct from the macromelodic characteristics of larger pitch movements associated
with accents and intonation patterns.

Micromelodic effects, then, are caused by the aerodynamic characteristics of the ar-
ticulation of different phonemes. Phonemes like vowels and sonorants, which hardly
obstruct the airflow, have virtually no micromelodic effect whereas stops and constric-
tives disturb or interrupt the flow.

The raw fundamental frequency curve then can be thought of as the interaction be-
tween two components, a micromelodic component which is conditioned by the seg-
mental nature of the individual speech sounds and a macromelodic component which
corresponds to the underlying laryngeal gesture. This corresponds to the observation
(Nooteboom 1997) that we do not perceive the observable discontinuities of raw pitch-
patterns unless they are longer than about 200 ms, as if human perception unconsciously
bridges the silent gap by filling in the missing part of the pitch contour.

Linguists have known for a long time that fundamental frequency curves obtained
from utterances containing only sonorants and vowels are much better behaved than raw
f0 curves obtained from unrestricted speech. It is for this reason that linguists have often
constructed sentences consisting of mainly sonorants and vowels such as Eva Gårding's
"MadameMarianneMallarmé har en mandolin frånMadrid" ('MadamMarianneMallarmé
has a mandolin from Madrid') for Swedish (Gårding, 1998) or Annti Iivonen's "Laina
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lainaa Lainalla lainen" ('Laina lends Laina a loan') for Finnish (Iivonen, 1998). (cf Figure
9).

Figure 9: An example of a Finnish intonation pattern on a sentence with only sonorant phones.
The sentence is "Laina lainaa Lainalla lainen" ('Laina lends Laina a loan'). (Iivonen, 1998)

2.4 Macromelody and micromelody
The idea, then, is that a raw intonation pattern is the interaction between two inde-
pendent components: a macromelodic component determined by the accentuation and
intonation of the utterance and a micromelodic component determined by the segmental
phonemes. If we compare two simple utterances like "A ton papa." and "A ma maman."
pronounced with a declarative intonation pattern, we can see that there is the same un-
derlying macromelodic pattern for the two utterances and that the surface differences are
simply due to the different phonemes of the utterances, voiceless stops in Figure 10(a)
and sonorant nasals in Figure 10(b).

(a) A ton papa. ('to your Daddy') (b) A ma maman. ('to my Mummy')

Figure 10: Two French sentences with a declarative intonation pattern

What is particularly worth noting is that the f0 curve shown in Figure 10(a) is practi-
cally superposable on that of Figure 10(b). It seems as if the f0 curve continues to change
during the voiceless segments of the utterance even though it is not of course visible. This
of course is not surprising if we think in terms of continuous changing of tension of the
vocal folds which can of course continue to change even during voiceless segments.

If we now compare these patterns with those observed on the 'same' utterances pro-
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nounced with an interrogative intonation pattern as in Figure 11, we see once more that
the two contours are practically superposable. And once again it looks as if the f0 curve
in Figure 11(a) continues to change during the voiceless segments of the utterance.

(a) A ton papa ? ('to your Daddy?') (b) A ma maman ? ('to my Mummy?')

Figure 11: Two French sentences with an interrogative intonation pattern

Notice in particular that the final rise on 'papa' does not begin at the onset of the
final vowel, the f0 at this point is already considerably higher than that at the end of
the preceding vowel. Notice that this idea of a continuously varying underlying pitch
contour is not the model which is generally assumed in phonological descriptions of
tonal and intonation contours. In the majority of these studies it is assumed that tones
are directly associated with vowels (cf (Goldsmith, 1990) p. 44 for example) and that the
fundamental frequency observed on the consonants is simply an interpolation between
the tones on the vowels. If that were so, then it might be thought that the pitch curve
visible in Figures 10(a) and 11(a) is actually closer to the underlying form than that in
Figures 10(b) and 11(b) which are simply the result of an interpolation on the sonorant
consonants. The fact that the f0 curve follows the same trajectory in utterances with
voiceless consonants as the smooth and continuous curve observed on the utterances
with sonorants, however, and in particular the fact that the curve continues to evolve
during the non-voiced portions of the utterance, seems to me convincing evidence that
the planning of these curves is the result of an underlying macromelodic pattern on which
the micromelodic variations are subsequently superposed.

2.5 A model for f0 curves
2.5.1 Macromelodic and Micromelodic profiles

The macromelodic component of an intonation pattern, then, has, I shall assume, the two
characteristics of being smooth and continuous. This is fortunate because, as I mentioned
above, modelling a discontinuous or irregular function is much more difficult than one
which is continuous and smooth. To return to the example we saw earlier, the underlying
macromelodic profile of the curve might be something like the red curve in Figure 12(a)
which might correspond to what we would produce if we were hum the sentence instead
of pronouncing it. I return below to how the red curve was actually obtained; for the
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moment let us just assume that we have somehow obtained this macromelodic profile.
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Figure 12: Raw f0 (black) together with macromelodic (red) and micromelodic (blue) profiles for
the first two seconds of recording A01

Once we have a macromelodic profile, we can derive the micromelodic profile by
dividing each value of the raw f0 curve by the corresponding value of the the modelling
function. This gives a result as displayed in Figure 12(b), where the red curve is the
macromelodic profile and the blue curve shows the micromelodic profile derived as just
described.

Notice that such a modelling technique is not simply a stylisation of the raw f0 curve,
since the raw curve has actually been factored into two orthogonal components without
any loss of information. Multiplying each value of the red curve from Figure 12(b) by
that of the blue curve in the same figure gives the original raw f0 as in the black curve
in Figure 12(a).

For speech synthesis it would of course be possible to model the micromelodic profile
itself and to use this to improve the segmental quality of the utterance (for an application
to Arabic see (Chentir et al., 2009)). For the study of intonation, the resynthesis of the
utterance with the macromelodic profile is generally of sufficient high quality.

2.5.2 f0 transitions

One of the simplest ways to model a smooth continuous function like that in Figure 12(a)
is as piecewise sequence of transitions between successive points on the curve. I shall
refer to these points, following a fairly long tradition, as target points even though it
should be noted that this name is not intended to imply that the 'targets' necessarily have
have any specific psychological reality for the speaker and listener. The advantage of a
piecewise function over a global function is that each segment of the curve is defined
locally by its own set of parameters, which means that a modification of one portion of
the curve does not entail modifications throughout the rest of the curve. The simplest
model, of course, would simply be a linear transition between two target points as in
Figure 13(a) where the transition is defined by the function
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hi = h1 +
(t2 − ti)

(t2 − t1)
· (h2 − h1) (1)

where h1 and h2 are the f0 values of two adjacent targets points and where t1 and t2 are
the corresponding time values of these targets.

.

.h2

.h1 .t1 .t2
(a) An linear f0 transition

.

.h2

.h1 .t1 .tk .t2
(b) A quadratic f0 transition

Figure 13: Linear and quadratic transitions from a first target point < t1, h1 > to a second <

t2, h2 >

. Here the f0 value (h2) of the second target is higher than that (h1) of the first target but the same
reasoning would apply if it had been lower.

Naturally occurring f0 curves, of course, are not linear but curvilinear. A number
of mathematical functions have been used in the past to model such functions. One
of the simplest of these functions is a quadratic transition, corresponding to a constant
acceleration followed by a constant deceleration of the pitch change as shown in Figure
13(b) and as defined by the function:

ti ∈ [t1 . . . tk] : hi = h1 +
(h2 − h1) · (ti − t1)

2

(tk − t1)(t2 − t1)

ti ∈ [tk . . . t2] : hi = h2 +
(h1 − h2) · (ti − t2)

2

(tk − t2)(t1 − t2)

(2)

As can be seen from Figure 13(b), in the case of a rise the transition consists of a
concave curve from time t1 to time tk, the point of maximum slope, followed by a convex
curve from tk to t2.

Figure 14 shows the same extract we have seen several times now, with the target
points which define the curve represented as green circles.

2.6 Momel
A piecewise quadratic function such as that illustrated here is known as a quadratic
spline function and has been in use in our laboratory since the 1980s to model intonation
patterns using an algorithm called Momel (for "modelling melody").

The Momel algorithm is in fact formally equivalent to a subset of the contours which
can be produced by the Rise/Fall/Connection (RFC) model of intonation later developed
by Paul Taylor (Taylor, 1994) as a tool for speech synthesis. The only difference is that
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Figure 14: Macromelodic profile (red) for a two-second extract from recording A01, defined as
quadratic transitions between target points (green).

the RFC model allows linear interpolations between two successive target points as well
as quadratic interpolations. Of course if two successive target points have the same value
of f0 then the transition will be linear (i.e. flat) with Momel too. I have personally never
observed a case where a non-flat linear transition gives a better approximation to an f0

curve than a quadratic one.
The original implementation of Momel allowed the user to define target points man-

ually by clicking on a representation of the f0 curve on the computer screen. The user
could then resynthesise the utterance using PSOLA resynthesis. This can be done today
with Praat by creating a Manipulation object and removing and adding Pitch points man-
ually. Praat displays the Pitch curve with linear interpolation between the Pitch points
but an approximation of the quadratic spline function can be obtained by the command
Interpolate quadratically....

Manual modelling of f0 is, of course, highly subjective and it was for this reason that
my colleague Robert Espesser and I developped an automatic version of the algorithm
(Hirst and Espesser, 1993), based on our experience of using the manual implementation
of the model over a period of several years. The algorithm, which is described in detail
in Hirst et al. (2000) uses a form of robust regression to optimise the modeling of raw
fundamental frequency curves with a quadratic spline function.

The algorithm was later evaluated on a corpus of read speech in 5 languages (corpus
Eurom1) during the course of the Multext European project (Véronis et al., 1994). Eval-
uators were instructed to correct the target points for the modelled speech only when
such corrections made an audible improvement to the resynthesis of the speech. Table 1
shows the statistics of recall, precision and F-measure 1 for these corrections for the corpus
of read speech together with those for a corpus of spontaneous speech in French.

1These are statistics commonly used in the field of intormation retrieval. In our context, precision is the percentage
of all automatically detected targets which were considered correct, while recall is the percentage of all "correct" targets
which were automatically detected. The F-measure combines these two values by taking the harmonic mean so that

F = 2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall

. For more details see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall
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Table 1: Results for the evaluation of the automatic Momel algorithm on read speech for 5 lan-
guages (English, French, German, Italian and Spanish and for spontaneous speech in French (cor-
pus Fref ). Columns show Total number of targets detected, number of targets added manually,
number of targets deleted and the statistical measures of recall, precision and F-measure (see text).
Data from Campione (2001)

Corpus Lang. No. of points Evaluation
detected added deleted recall precision F-measure

Eurom en 8380 623 125 93.0 98.5 95.7
fr 6547 423 130 93.8 98.0 95.9
ge 13595 1145 506 92.0 96.3 94.1
it 9475 337 330 96.4 96.5 96.5
sp 8985 651 16 93.2 99.8 96.4

Fref fr 9835 532 744 94.5 92.4 93.4

The results of the evaluation were very encouraging. The F-measures for the different
languages showed a global efficiency of around 95% and even the corpus of spontaneous
French showed an F-measure of 93.4% even though the algorithm had not at all been
optimised for spontaneous speech.

Examination of the errors in the targets showed that one type of error in particular
occurred systematically. This concerned a pitch rise before a silent pause where, fre-
quently, the algorithm missed the final pitch of the rise entirely. An example of this type
of error can be seen in Figure 15. This error is understandable since the algorithm uses a
local modelling technique, fitting a parabola to portions of the curve. As can be seen in
the example, the raw f0 exhibits a concave portion corresponding to the acceleration of
the pitch rise but hardly any convex portion corresponding to the decelerating portion
of the rise. This is, in fact, the reason why the original algorithm fails to produce a final
target.

Figure 15: Old version of the automatic Momel algorithm for the utterance "Est-ce que c'est vrai ?
Vous prenez les réservations par téléphone ?''. Raw (red) and modeled f0 (green).
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The Momel algorithm has since been implemented as a Praat plugin (see Hirst (2007))
which allows users to use its functions directly from the Praat menus without needing to
handle scripts directly. The systematic error we have just seen has been corrected by a
special treatment before silent pauses. The concave part of the pitch rise is now extended
to include a similar shaped convex portion. In other words, in order to obtain the best
fit for this pitch rise, a high target point is calculated, situated in the silent pause and
as near as possible to the previous low target. The target point is calculated so that the
concave portion of the pitch rise follows the raw data points as closely as possible. The
result of this improved algorithm can be see in Figure 16.

Figure 16: New version of the automatic Momel algorithm for the utterance "Est-ce que c'est vrai ?
Vous prenez les réservations par téléphone ?'' Raw (red) and modeled f0 (green).

An evaluation of the improved algorithm was carried out on a corpus of read speech
in Korean (Hirst et al., 2007). It showed a significant and systematic improvement as
compared to the older version of the algorithm.

It is, naturally, desirable that the modelling tools we use should be as theory-neutral as
possible. Complete neutrality, though, is obviously not entirely feasible, since any model
necessarily makes some assumptions about the nature of underlying representations, as
we saw above in the discussion of whether the underlying contour should be based only
on the contours observed on the vowels or whether it should be modelled as a continuous
underlying contour.

Rather than suggest that Momel is theory-neutral, then, I like to think that it is what
we could call theory-friendly. I believe, that is, that the algorithm can be compatible with a
number of different theoretical approaches to the description of speech melody. It has, in
fact, been used in the past as a first step for modelling with the Fujisaki model (Mixdorff,
1999). It has also been used as first step for ToBI for both English (Maghbouleh, 1998;
Wightman and Campbell, 1995) and Korean (K-ToBI) (Cho and Rauzy, 2008)).

It is also, of course, compatible with our own surface phonological representation
alphabet, INTSINT which I describe below.
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3 Coding Melody with INTSINT
3.1 INTSINT: an International Transcription System for INTonation
Unlike Momel, which provides a reversible modeling of the raw f0 with no loss of infor-
mation, INTSINT, an INternational Transcription System for INTonation was originally
developed as a tool for linguists to provide a surface phonological representation of an
intonation pattern. The original version of the system (Hirst, 1987) was based on an in-
ventory of minimal pitch contrasts found in published descriptions of intonation patterns.
The aim was to provide a tool for the systematic description of these intonation patterns,
something along the lines of a narrow transcription using the International Phonetic Al-
phabet (IPA). Like the IPA, it was intended that INTSINT could be used for preliminary
descriptions of intonation patterns, even for languages which had not previously been
described. Notice that this aim is very different to that of the ToBI system (Silverman
et al., 1992), which pre-supposes that the inventory of intonation patterns for the lan-
guage being described has already been established. The official website for ToBI makes
this particularly explicit:

Note: ToBI is not an International Phonetic Alphabet for prosody. Because
intonation and prosodic organization differ from language to language, and
often from dialect to dialect within a language, there are many different ToBI
systems, each one specific to a language variety and the community of re-
searchers working on that language variety.
(source: http://www.ling.ohio-state.edu/tõbi/)

The INTSINT system (whose name was suggested to us by Hans 't Hart in a personal
communication) was presented in Hirst and Di Cristo (1998a) where it was used for the
description of 9 different languages. Basically, it describes an intonation contour as a
sequence of Tonal segments which are labelled using an alphabet of 8 symbols. The
tonal segments are assumed to be of three types:

Absolute tones t(op) m(id)b(ottom): These are assumed to refer to the corresponding
position of the speaker's current pitch range.

Relative tones h(igher) s(ame) l(ower) Unlike absolute tones, relative tones are assumed
to be refined with respect to the preceding tonal segment.

Iterative relative tones u(pstepped) d(ownstepped) These are also defined relative to the
preceding tonal segment but generally involve smaller pitch changes and often oc-
cur in a sequence of steps either upwards or downwards.

In the chapters in Hirst and Di Cristo (1998a), the INTSINT tones were represented
by graphic symbols represented between two horizontal lines and aligned with the text.
These symbols were: Top [⇑]; Bottom [⇓]; Higher [↑]; Same [→]; Lower [↓]; Upstepped
[<] and Downstepped [>]. The Mid tone was reserved for the unmarked onset of an
Intonation Unit and was not marked. In most later publications the capital letters T, M,
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B, H, S, L, U, D were used instead of the graphic symbols. In this paper, the INTSINT
tones are represented with lower case letters rather than upper case. This may help to
avoid confusion with other more abstract coding schemes such as ToBI (Silverman et al.,
1992), or the even more abstract underlying representation used in Hirst (1998), both of
which use some of the same symbols as INTSINT.

3.2 Mapping from INTSINT to Momel
Although INTSINT was introduced as a descriptive tool for linguists, as its introduction
was later than the creation of our f0 modelling tool, we already had in mind the pos-
sibility that this surface phonological annotation could be linked to the analysis of the
f0 curve as a sequence of phonetic target points. This distinction between a phonetic
representation and a surface phonological representation follows the distinction made by
Trubetzkoy (1949) between phonetics which represents events using continuous variables
and phonology which uses discrete categories. In this usage, it should be noted that what
is generally called a 'phonetic representation' or a 'phonetic alphabet' is, more strictly, a
surface phonological representation or alphabet, since the elements used for the repre-
sentation are taken from a discrete set of symbols.

We anticipated, then, that it might be able to map the output of the Momel algorithm
onto a sequence of symbols from the INSINT alphabet. In order to do this, following the
idea of the analysis by synthesis paradigm as described above, it was first necessary to
define a mapping in the other direction, that of synthesis. Some of the history of the way
in which we defined this mapping is described in Hirst (2005). In its current implementa-
tion, the mapping depends on two speaker/utterance-specific parameters called key and
span which together define the speaker's pitch range.2

The key (like a musical key) defines a central reference point for the speakers pitch
range and the span defines the maximum and minimum pitch values of the range which
are taken to be symmetrical (on a logarithmic scale) above and below the speaker's key.

The two parameters together define the three absolute tones, Top, Mid and Bottom,
with respect to the speaker's pitch range as in the following formulas which assumes that
the value of key is given in Herz and the value of span in octaves:

t = key ×
√
2span

m = key

b =
key√
2span

(3)

The pitch targets corresponding to the relative tones are then defined with respect to
both the preceding target (here called p) and the top (t) or bottom (b) of the range.

2note in some earlier publications I have used the word range for what I here refer to as span. I prefer now to use
'span' to refer to the interval, independently from the value of the 'key'. The two values 'key' and 'span' thus define the
speaker's 'range'. So we might say that a given speaker has a pitch range from 100 Hz to 200 Hz, corresponding to a
span of one octave and a key of 141 Hz.
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A target point coded h is simply defined as the geometric mean (i.e. the mean on a
log scale) of the preceding target and the top of the range - it thus corresponds to a pitch
movement which moves up halfway towards the value of t. As can be expected, a target
point coded s is defined as the same as the preceding target. Symmetrically to h, a target
point coded l is defined as the (geometric) mean of the preceding target and the bottom
of the range.

h =
√
p ∗ t
s = p

l =
√

p ∗ b

(4)

For the iterative tonal segments u and d the implementation defines the values as the
(geometric) mean of the value of the preceding target and that which would be obtained
if the target were coded h or l respectively. In other words these targets correspond to a
pitch excursion one quarter of the way to the top/bottom of the pitch range.

u =

√
p ∗

√
p ∗ t

l =

√
p ∗

√
p ∗ b

(5)

Assuming, once again, a logarithmic scale for the pitch range, these values are illus-
trated graphically in Figure 17.

.

.key

.span

.t .•

.m.•

.b .•

.h .•

.l .•

.h .•

.l.•

.d.•

Figure 17: Graphic illustration of the mapping from INTSINT to Momel defined by 2 parameters
key and span

This implementation obviously makes a number of assumptions, most of which would
be open to empirical investigation. This of course, as I suggested above, is one of the
major advantages of an explicit model such as this.

One consequence of the model, which was not specifically intended but which turns
out to be fortunate, is that a sequence of alternating h and l tones will automatically
introduce an iterative lowering of the tones, much like the probably universal effect of
downdrift that has been described in the literature on tone and intonation as occurring
in languages throughout the world. This downdrift effect, as illustrated in Figure 18, is
thus an automatic by-product of the way in which the relative tones are defined.

Since it was first developed, the Momel algorithm has been applied relatively suc-
cessfully to a number of different languages, including English, French, Italian, Catalan,
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.
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Figure 18: A graphic illustration of the fact that downdrift is an automatic by-product of the way
in which the relative tones are defined

Brazilian Portuguese, Venezuelan Spanish, Russian, Arabic, isiZulu and Korean (for ref-
erences see (Hirst, 2007)). More recently (Zhi et al., 2010), the algorithm was applied
to a corpus of speech in Standard (Beijing) Chinese. This was particularly challenging,
since the corpus used was spontaneous speech and involved a language with a rich lexical
tone system. An attempt to optimise window-size for the algorithm showed no overall
improvement with respect to the manually corrected data. This was taken to confirm the
fact (as had been suggested by Xu and Sun (2002)) that pitch change by speakers of a
lexical tone language like Chinese is not notably faster than that produced by speakers
of languages with no lexical tone. The annotated data obtained during this application
will constitute a useful yardstick for evaluating improvements to the automatic algorithm
which is expected to be far more robust than data annotated for languages with no lexical
tone.

3.3 Mapping from Momel to INTSINT
Having defined a mapping from tonal segments (INTSINT) to pitch targets (Momel), the
same model can be used to establish a reverse mapping from the targets to the tonal
segments. As is generally the case, such a reverse mapping from continuous variables
to discrete categories is much less straightforward than the mapping from categories
to continuous variables. The approach we have adopted is an exhaustive search of the
target space for the optimal values of the two parameters key and span together with the
optimal coding of the sequence of target points, given those two parameters.

The procedure as described in Hirst (2005) has been implemented as a Perl script. It
assumes that the relevant target space is defined as follows:

key = mean±50Hz (step : 1)

span = 0.5 . . . 2.5octaves (step : 0.1)
(6)

The script thus tries each of the possible values of the two parameters within this
target space. For each of the 2000 possible couples ⟨key, span⟩ the script evaluates every
possible coding of the target points using the formulas in equations (3, 4, 5) and calcu-
lating the sum of the square of differences between the predicted value and the observed
value. The output of the script is thus the optimised value (within the target range) of
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the parameters key and span together with the optimal INTSINT coding using these pa-
rameters. The output of the script is a text file such as the following corresponding to
the application of the script to the same extract which we saw earlier:
; A01_01.intsint created on Tue Aug 24 08:12:47 2010 by intsint.pl 2.11
; from A01_01.momel
; 32 values mean = 191
<parameter span=1.4>
<parameter key=235>
0.113 M 221 235
0.219 D 205 208
0.434 D 182 190
0.746 B 120 145
1.177 S 120 145
1.423 T 428 382
1.623 B 146 145
1.894 U 197 184
…

Figure 19: Extract of a sample output of the automatic INTSINT coding script. After the values
for key and span each line gives the time value (in seconds), the optimised INTSINT code, the
original target point used as input and the predicted target point derived from the coding with the
current values of key and span

In this output, the optimised values of key and span (here 235 Hz and 1.4 octaves
respectively) are given, together with the sequence of target points. Each line gives the
time value (in seconds) for the target, the optimised INTSINT code, the original target
point used as input and the predicted target point derived from the coding with the
current values of key and span

Unlike with Momel, there is some loss of information with the INTSINT coding (as
can be seen from the differences between the 3rd and 4th columns of the output in Figure
19 the model is still however a reversible one which can be used for synthesis. Figure
20 shows the result of resynthesising the pitch targets from the results of the automatic
INTSINT analysis applied to a 5 sentence passage from the Eurom1 corpus, compared to
the targets obtained from the application of the Momel algorithm.

3.4 Longer term characteristics of pitch range
The implementation of INTSINT as described above presupposes that there are no vari-
ations in key and span within the segment of speech which is analysed. In authentic
speech, such changes naturally occur quite frequently and are obviously very significant
and important. One solution is to implement the INTSINT coding on smaller segments
of speech such as breath groups, making what seems a fairly reasonable assumption that
changes of key and/or span are more likely to occur between breath groups rather than
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Figure 20: Predicted (pink) versus observed (blue) values for pitch targets for a 5 sentence passage
after automatic coding with the INTSINT alphabet

within them. For an investigation of the possibility of automatising such a process, cf.
(De Looze, 2010) which implements an algorithm (AdoReVa) applying a cluster analysis
for this task (see Figure 21).

Figure 21: The AdoReVA algorithm (De Looze, 2010), a cluster analysis for the automatic detec-
tion of changes of pitch register.

In this analysis, instead of providing a sequence of boundaries, the algorithm provides
a hierarchy of potential boundaries organised as a layered icicle diagram as in Figure
21. The higher boundaries on the diagram indicate stronger boundaries. A colour scale
indicates the key for each unit. The darker the colour, the higher the key.

4 ProZed
The availability of explicit models of speech melody such as those described above makes
it possible to use such models to implement more abstract representations of prosody.
With this aim in mind our current work in progress concerns the implementation of
a Prosody Editor for Linguists which we have called ProZed and which aims to provide
linguists with a tool with which they can experiment with different abstract phonological
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models, providing them with an acoustic output with which they can at least informally
evaluate the relative value of different models.

A version of this editor applied to speech rhythm is described in Hirst and Auran
(2005) which implemented an empirical linear model for rhythm where each rhythm unit
is characterised by three parameters: q a (possibly speaker dependent) parameter defining
a unit of quantal lengthening, t a long term parameter of tempo, and k a local scalar effect
of lengthening specific to each rhythm unit. With these parameters the duration of the
rhythm unit ρ is defined as:

d̂ρ = t · {
m∑
i=1

d̄i/p + k · q} (7)

where ¯di/p is the mean duration of all the phones labelled as the same phoneme p as that
that occuring in position i in the rhythm unit.

ProZed will be implemented as a plugin to the Praat software (Boersma and Weenink,
2011). It will allow the manipulation of the rhythmic and the tonal aspects of speech as
defined on three specific tiers in addition to the phoneme tier. The first two of these are
named the RU (rhythm unit) tier and the TU (tonal unit) tier. These two tiers control the
short term variability of prosody. Longer term variations will be controlled via a third
tier named the IU (intonation unit) tier.

The speech input to the program may be natural recorded speech, the prosodic char-
acteristics of which will then be modified by the software, or, alternatively it may be the
output of a speech synthesis system with, for example, fixed durations for each speech
segment.

The current version of the program is designed as the re-synthesis step of what is
planned to be a complete analysis by synthesis cycle. This will be directly integrated
with the output of the Momel-INTSINT and ProZed Rhythm analysis models which are
described above.

In the following section I present the current state of the software for the modelling
of speech melody.

4.1 ProZed melody

The annotation of the melody of an utterance is encoded via two interval tiers. These are
the tonal tier TU and the intonation unit tier IU.

While it is hoped that linguists will find these tiers appropriate and useful levels for
modelling the melody of speech, no assumptions are made as to the theoretical status
of these units. Tonal units, are consequently defined as the domain of short term pitch
variation and intonation units are defined as the domain of longer-term variation. For
different linguists, these units may correspond to different phonological entities - the
software provides a means to implement different interpretations in order to evaluate
the effect of the different choice of units.
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4.2 Determining pitch via the Tonal Unit (TU) tier.
Pitch in ProZed is determined by a representation of the contour using the INTSINT al-
phabet described above in section 3. The pitch height of a target is determined by the
symbolic "tonal" symbol from the INTSINT alphabet which, as we saw, is defined either
globally with respect to the speaker's current register or locally, with respect to the pre-
ceding target.

The actual fundamental frequency of the pitch targets is determined by the formulas
3, 4 and 5.

The timing of the target points is assumed to be determined with respect to the bound-
aries of the corresponding TU. In previous work (e.g. (Hirst, 1999)), I suggested that such
timing might be limited to a restricted inventory of positions within the TU, such as ini-
tial, early, mid, late and final.

In this implementation, I adopt a more general solution and allow, in fact, an arbitrary
precision of alignment via the use of "dummy" targets represented by the symbol "-". Using
this annotation, a tonal target X which occurs alone in the middle of a unit will be coded
/X/. When there are more than one tonal target in a TU then they are assumed to be
spread out evenly, so that /W X/ will have one target occurring at the first quarter of
the duration and one at the third quarter of the duration. This has the result that for
two consecutive TUs each containing two targets, each successive pair of targets will be
equally spaced apart. In order to represent a target at the third quarter of the duration
with no preceding target the annotation /- X/ can be used. The symbol "-" is thus used to
influence the timing of the other target but does not itself correspond to a pitch target.

The formula for calculating the timing of the ith target of a sequence of n targets in
a TU beginning at time start and ending at time end is:

ti = start+
(2i− 1)

2n
∗ [end− start] (8)

In practice, I assume that a linguist will probably make a fairly sparse use of these
dummy symbols but the annotation in fact allows the specific timing of a target or targets
to be coded to an arbitrary degree of precision. Thus a representation like /- - X - - Y
- Z - - - - -/, for example, could be used to specify timing very precisely, where in this
case the targets would occur at 0.192, 0.426 and 0.577 of the duration of the interval,
respectively (by applying equation 8, e.g 0.192 = (2∗3−1)/(2∗13)). The actual precision
of the timing is consequently left to the user to determine. It is particularly interesting
to use an annotation system which can be rendered as precise or as general as wished
so that the same annotation can be used in the analysis and in the synthesis steps of the
analysis-by-synthesis procedure. In line with the concept of Minimal Description Length
mentioned in section 1.1, the annotation gives an advantage to simpler representations
over more detailed and complex ones.

4.3 Defining long term parameters with the Intonation Unit (IU) tier
The short term values obtained from the RU and TU tiers are finally mediated by the
long-term parameters defined on the IU tier. These are currently key and span for pitch.
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The two parameters are initialised with default values

key=150 span=1

where the value for key is specified in Herz and that for span is specified in octaves. Sub-
sequently either of the values can be modified for the following IUs by simply including
a specification of the value of the corresponding parameter or parameters, e.g.

span=0.8

on the IU tier.
Each modification of a long-term value remains valid until it is modified at a later

point in the representation.
The script also allows the definition of pitch targets at the extreme ends of an IU,

which corresponds essentially to the target points interpreted as "boundary tones" in
many phonological prosodic models.

This is done using an annotation such as /[mb]/, for example, which will place a /m/
target point located at the beginning of the unit and a /b/ target located at the end. It
is also possible to specify only one boundary tone, so that /b]/ will place only a bottom
target at the end of the unit with nothing at the beginning whereas /[m/ will place a
target at the beginning of the unit with nothing at the end.

This implemenation corresponds, in fact, to a non-linear phonological model similar
to that described in Hirst (1998), where tones are aligned with Tonal Units and Intonation
Units and where syllables are also aligned with Tonal Units and Intonation Units, but
where the tones and syllables are not ordered with respect to each other. Figure 22, for
example, illustrates a possible surface phonological representation for the utterance "My
friend had to go to the doctor's.", where τ and σ represent the tones and the syllables,
respectively.
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Figure 22: A possible surface phonological representation of the utterance "Last week, my friend
had to go to the doctor's." τ corresponds to tones and σ to syllables.

This could be encoded using the ProZed application as in Figure 23.
The TextGrid shown in this Figure is the direct implementation of the representation

in Figure 22, together with the indication of the key (102 Hz) and span (0.9 octaves)
for the utterance. Running the script performs the task of linearising the tonal segments
with respect to the IU and TUs (and hence of course with respect to the syllables and
phones) and generates the corresponding target values for each tonal segment, adding
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Figure 23: Using the ProZed script to model melody

the aligned tonal symbols and the corresponding target points as tiers in the TextGrid as
in Figure 24.

The original utterance can then be re-synthesised with the pitch contour generated
from the target points.

Figure 24: Output of the ProZed script applied to the TextGrid in Figure 23

4.4 Integrating the synthesis with the automatic analysis of pitch
The output of the Momel and INTSINT analysis algorithms, as described above, can be
directly used as input to the re-synthesis module as described above although at present
this has to be done manually since the tonal segments and target points in the current
implementation are aligned directly with the acoustic signal rather than being aligned
relative to the IUs and TUs. Nevertheless, this implementation makes it extremely simple
for a user to create a TextGrid like that in Figure 23 and then to test different variants of
the coding and the alignment, in order to see which aspects sound most significant.

The current implementation of the Praat script ProZed-melody is available at:
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http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/praat-users/files/Daniel_Hirst/
Updates and extensions to the script will be made available at the same address, as,

eventually, will the plugin version of the scripts used in the ProZed environment.

4.5 Using prosodic form to discover prosodic functions
As I have often stressed in previous work, (cf. in particular (Hirst, 2005)) I believe it is
essential for a prosodic analysis to make a systematic distinction between prosodic form
and prosodic function. In a recent study of Finnish (Vainio et al., 2009), it was shown
that a very high quality synthesis of a continuous text in that language could be obtained
without any annotation of prosodic form, by bootstrapping a functional annotation ap-
plied manually to about 20 sentences and then predicting the functional annotation on a
larger corpus by multilinear regression from the acoustic data. The functional annotation
used in this application consisted basically of four degrees of prominence (unaccented,
accented, nuclear accent and emphatic accent) and three degrees of boundary (none,
minor and major).

This result could be taken to mean that there is no need for an explicit model of
prosodic form in the task of improving the quality of speech synthesis. I believe, however,
that there is a crucial role for such a model in establishing and enriching the inventory
of prosodic functions.

By developing a mapping from prosodic functions to prosodic forms, we can evaluate
the accuracy of the predictions from the inventory of functions. Applying this to a corpus
of speech would then allow us tomeasure the discrepancies between the predicted and the
observed data, which in turn will allow us to extend the inventory of functions in order
to reduce these discrepancies. For a recent study applying this approach to English, see
(Ali and Hirst, 2009). In her doctoral thesis in progress (Zhi, in progress), the first author
of (Zhi et al., 2010) has shown that a satisfactory re-synthesis of spontaneous utterances
in Standard Beijing Chinese can be obtained from a surface phonological representation
using the INTSINT alphabet and corresponding to a mapping from the representation
of the lexical items with their associated lexical tones, even though , the details of this
mapping, have yet to be firmly established.

5 Conclusion
This paper has described in some detail the application of the analysis by synthesis
paradigm to the task of analysing one important component of the intonation of speech,
speech melody. Of course, although I have concentrated on the description of one par-
ticular model, much of what I have said in this presentation would apply equally well
to other recent explicit models of speech melody such as Rosenberg (2010) in the ToBI
framework, or Prom-on et al. (2009) for a model based on physiological and functional
criteria.

Although speech technology has become more and more accessible in recent years, it
remains nonetheless true that the gap between application and users is still far too wide.
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This is unfortunate since there are a great number of linguists throughout the world
who are particular interested in developing and testing different models of phonological
structure.

Providing linguists with better tools will surely result in the availability of more and
better data on a wide variety of languages, and such data will necessarily be of con-
siderable interest not only to linguistics as a potentially cumulative science but also to
engineers working with speech technology. I sincerely hope that the ProZed algorithm
which I describe here will make a modest contribution to this development.
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